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Figure 3 | Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations for different gate voltages.
Longitudinal magnetoresistance Rxx of sample HD1 at 6 K. A clear change in
the oscillation frequency is visible with changing gate voltages
(Vg = �210V squares/solid, 0V circles/dashed, +210V triangles/dotted).
The inset shows a fan diagram of the SdH oscillations that yields a Berry
phase of � . Straight lines are best fits to the data.

(equivalent to 100 nm of SiO2 dielectric) compared with C(T =
200K)= 8.5 nF cm�2.

The SC regime is reached for all samples at elevated
temperatures. The higher the implantation dose, the lower is the
transition temperature to the SC regime. In addition dDL depends
on the applied gate voltage. As a consequence, the differential
capacitance is no longer independent of the gate voltage as for the
IPC regime, but it decreases for higher gate voltages. Furthermore
the leakage current across the insulating area atT =300K shows the
typical asymmetric shape of a Schottky diode (inset Fig. 4), which
underlines that for high temperatures the gate has to be described
in a Schottky model.

To model the transition from the IPC to the SC regime we
consider a Schottky contact with graphene as the metal and SiC as
the semiconductor. In addition we included that the electrostatic
gate potential drops partially along theDL, partially along the highly
resistive semiconductor (Fig. 1c,d). This unusual situation is due
to the high activation energy of the vanadium dopand compared
with the low injection barrier; for typical Schottky contacts the
situation is vice versa. As a consequence, the extension of the DL
and the associated voltage drop has to be calculated self-consistently
for different temperatures, taking into account the course of the
quasi-Fermi level20, which is well above the vanadium donor level
in the whole DL. The parameters in the model are the effective
Schottky barrier height �B, the band bending at the interface
between graphene and semi-insulating SiC ⇤�, the temperature
dependence of the resistivity of the insulating area R(T ) and
the charge density in the DL ⇥DL. All parameters are accessible
from experiments (�B from Igate(T ), ⇤� from XPS), except
⇥DL, which is affected by additional implantation-related defects.
When assuming ⇥DL = 3.0 ⇥ 1016 cm�3 as a typical background
doping in SI SiC, we find a perfect match with the experimental
results (Fig. 4) and can calculate dDL = 165 nm at Vg = 0V. This
model gives a convincing description of the underlying physics of
our bottom-gate effect.

The SC regime can be extended down to low temperatures by
illuminating the sample with ultraviolet light as illustrated in Fig. 4.
This excites charge carriers in the insulating layer between the
buried gate and the DL of the graphene Schottky contact. As a
consequence, the resistivity of, and thereby the voltage drop along,
the insulating layer is decreased, similar to the high temperature
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Figure 4 |Measurement and simulation of the temperature dependent
capacitance of sample HD2. The capacitance is calculated using the
difference of the charge carrier density at Vg =0V and Vg = 3V. The
strong increase of the capacitance for T> 260K indicates the transition
from the IPC to the SC regime. The solid line shows the simulated
temperature dependence using an extended Schottky model with
self-consistent field distribution. By illuminating the sample with ultraviolet
light the SC regime can be extended to lower temperatures. The error bars
are estimated using the errors of the measurements of the Hall resistance
at Vg =0V and Vg = 3V. The inset shows the asymmetric (Schottky-like)
gate current at T= 300K.

case. Interestingly, as soon as the ultraviolet light is switched off, the
device undergoes a transition back to the IPC regime. This confirms
our notion that the two regimes are not kinetically distinguished,
but each is stable in time.

For the sample HD3, ⇥(Vg) and 1/eRH(Vg) and the associated
gate current weremeasured in the IPC (T=29K) and the SC regime
(T= 295K; Fig. 5a,b). In the SC regime a much higher capacitance,
as in the IPC regime, is observed, resulting in a steeper slope of
1/eRH(Vg). Notice that in the SC regime the charge neutrality point
is already reached at Vg ⇤ 14V.

The minimal measured charge carrier density nmin =
(1/eRH)min is a measure of potential fluctuations in the graphene
layer (electron–hole puddles). Typically, nmin is temperature-
independent or increases with temperature if thermally generated
charge carriers become important. Here, nmin is much smaller in
the high temperature SC regime, indicating a more homogeneous
lateral potential distribution. This unexpected effect is presumably
caused by defects in the gate stack, which may locally deform the
electrostatic profile in the IPC regime. Improved wafer quality
and/or optimized annealing of the implantation damage should
remove this difference and improve also the IPC gate homogeneity
to the level of the SC case.

Altogether, we have developed a bottom-gate scheme for epitax-
ial graphene. However, only quasi-free standing epitaxial graphene
is gateable. For cryogenic temperatures, we have demonstrated
the gate effect on Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations, which prove
that this material has the electronic structure determined by the
Dirac–Weyl Hamiltonian for monolayer graphene. The presented
gate structure can be operated in two different gating regimes
depending on implantation dose and temperature. In the IPC
regime the gate structure behaves like a plate capacitor with a plate
distance adjustable through the depth of the implanted bottom gate.
In the SC regime, however, the capacitance is determined by the
depletion layer of the graphene/SiC Schottky contact and much
higher gate efficiency is achieved.

This bottom-gate structure can be employed for micrometre
sized devices as well as on the wafer scale. The properties can
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Figure 3 | Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations for different gate voltages.
Longitudinal magnetoresistance Rxx of sample HD1 at 6 K. A clear change in
the oscillation frequency is visible with changing gate voltages
(Vg = �210V squares/solid, 0V circles/dashed, +210V triangles/dotted).
The inset shows a fan diagram of the SdH oscillations that yields a Berry
phase of � . Straight lines are best fits to the data.

(equivalent to 100 nm of SiO2 dielectric) compared with C(T =
200K)= 8.5 nF cm�2.

The SC regime is reached for all samples at elevated
temperatures. The higher the implantation dose, the lower is the
transition temperature to the SC regime. In addition dDL depends
on the applied gate voltage. As a consequence, the differential
capacitance is no longer independent of the gate voltage as for the
IPC regime, but it decreases for higher gate voltages. Furthermore
the leakage current across the insulating area atT =300K shows the
typical asymmetric shape of a Schottky diode (inset Fig. 4), which
underlines that for high temperatures the gate has to be described
in a Schottky model.

To model the transition from the IPC to the SC regime we
consider a Schottky contact with graphene as the metal and SiC as
the semiconductor. In addition we included that the electrostatic
gate potential drops partially along theDL, partially along the highly
resistive semiconductor (Fig. 1c,d). This unusual situation is due
to the high activation energy of the vanadium dopand compared
with the low injection barrier; for typical Schottky contacts the
situation is vice versa. As a consequence, the extension of the DL
and the associated voltage drop has to be calculated self-consistently
for different temperatures, taking into account the course of the
quasi-Fermi level20, which is well above the vanadium donor level
in the whole DL. The parameters in the model are the effective
Schottky barrier height �B, the band bending at the interface
between graphene and semi-insulating SiC ⇤�, the temperature
dependence of the resistivity of the insulating area R(T ) and
the charge density in the DL ⇥DL. All parameters are accessible
from experiments (�B from Igate(T ), ⇤� from XPS), except
⇥DL, which is affected by additional implantation-related defects.
When assuming ⇥DL = 3.0 ⇥ 1016 cm�3 as a typical background
doping in SI SiC, we find a perfect match with the experimental
results (Fig. 4) and can calculate dDL = 165 nm at Vg = 0V. This
model gives a convincing description of the underlying physics of
our bottom-gate effect.

The SC regime can be extended down to low temperatures by
illuminating the sample with ultraviolet light as illustrated in Fig. 4.
This excites charge carriers in the insulating layer between the
buried gate and the DL of the graphene Schottky contact. As a
consequence, the resistivity of, and thereby the voltage drop along,
the insulating layer is decreased, similar to the high temperature
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Figure 4 |Measurement and simulation of the temperature dependent
capacitance of sample HD2. The capacitance is calculated using the
difference of the charge carrier density at Vg =0V and Vg = 3V. The
strong increase of the capacitance for T> 260K indicates the transition
from the IPC to the SC regime. The solid line shows the simulated
temperature dependence using an extended Schottky model with
self-consistent field distribution. By illuminating the sample with ultraviolet
light the SC regime can be extended to lower temperatures. The error bars
are estimated using the errors of the measurements of the Hall resistance
at Vg =0V and Vg = 3V. The inset shows the asymmetric (Schottky-like)
gate current at T= 300K.

case. Interestingly, as soon as the ultraviolet light is switched off, the
device undergoes a transition back to the IPC regime. This confirms
our notion that the two regimes are not kinetically distinguished,
but each is stable in time.

For the sample HD3, ⇥(Vg) and 1/eRH(Vg) and the associated
gate current weremeasured in the IPC (T=29K) and the SC regime
(T= 295K; Fig. 5a,b). In the SC regime a much higher capacitance,
as in the IPC regime, is observed, resulting in a steeper slope of
1/eRH(Vg). Notice that in the SC regime the charge neutrality point
is already reached at Vg ⇤ 14V.

The minimal measured charge carrier density nmin =
(1/eRH)min is a measure of potential fluctuations in the graphene
layer (electron–hole puddles). Typically, nmin is temperature-
independent or increases with temperature if thermally generated
charge carriers become important. Here, nmin is much smaller in
the high temperature SC regime, indicating a more homogeneous
lateral potential distribution. This unexpected effect is presumably
caused by defects in the gate stack, which may locally deform the
electrostatic profile in the IPC regime. Improved wafer quality
and/or optimized annealing of the implantation damage should
remove this difference and improve also the IPC gate homogeneity
to the level of the SC case.

Altogether, we have developed a bottom-gate scheme for epitax-
ial graphene. However, only quasi-free standing epitaxial graphene
is gateable. For cryogenic temperatures, we have demonstrated
the gate effect on Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations, which prove
that this material has the electronic structure determined by the
Dirac–Weyl Hamiltonian for monolayer graphene. The presented
gate structure can be operated in two different gating regimes
depending on implantation dose and temperature. In the IPC
regime the gate structure behaves like a plate capacitor with a plate
distance adjustable through the depth of the implanted bottom gate.
In the SC regime, however, the capacitance is determined by the
depletion layer of the graphene/SiC Schottky contact and much
higher gate efficiency is achieved.

This bottom-gate structure can be employed for micrometre
sized devices as well as on the wafer scale. The properties can
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Figure 3 | Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations for different gate voltages.
Longitudinal magnetoresistance Rxx of sample HD1 at 6 K. A clear change in
the oscillation frequency is visible with changing gate voltages
(Vg = �210V squares/solid, 0V circles/dashed, +210V triangles/dotted).
The inset shows a fan diagram of the SdH oscillations that yields a Berry
phase of � . Straight lines are best fits to the data.

(equivalent to 100 nm of SiO2 dielectric) compared with C(T =
200K)= 8.5 nF cm�2.

The SC regime is reached for all samples at elevated
temperatures. The higher the implantation dose, the lower is the
transition temperature to the SC regime. In addition dDL depends
on the applied gate voltage. As a consequence, the differential
capacitance is no longer independent of the gate voltage as for the
IPC regime, but it decreases for higher gate voltages. Furthermore
the leakage current across the insulating area atT =300K shows the
typical asymmetric shape of a Schottky diode (inset Fig. 4), which
underlines that for high temperatures the gate has to be described
in a Schottky model.

To model the transition from the IPC to the SC regime we
consider a Schottky contact with graphene as the metal and SiC as
the semiconductor. In addition we included that the electrostatic
gate potential drops partially along theDL, partially along the highly
resistive semiconductor (Fig. 1c,d). This unusual situation is due
to the high activation energy of the vanadium dopand compared
with the low injection barrier; for typical Schottky contacts the
situation is vice versa. As a consequence, the extension of the DL
and the associated voltage drop has to be calculated self-consistently
for different temperatures, taking into account the course of the
quasi-Fermi level20, which is well above the vanadium donor level
in the whole DL. The parameters in the model are the effective
Schottky barrier height �B, the band bending at the interface
between graphene and semi-insulating SiC ⇤�, the temperature
dependence of the resistivity of the insulating area R(T ) and
the charge density in the DL ⇥DL. All parameters are accessible
from experiments (�B from Igate(T ), ⇤� from XPS), except
⇥DL, which is affected by additional implantation-related defects.
When assuming ⇥DL = 3.0 ⇥ 1016 cm�3 as a typical background
doping in SI SiC, we find a perfect match with the experimental
results (Fig. 4) and can calculate dDL = 165 nm at Vg = 0V. This
model gives a convincing description of the underlying physics of
our bottom-gate effect.

The SC regime can be extended down to low temperatures by
illuminating the sample with ultraviolet light as illustrated in Fig. 4.
This excites charge carriers in the insulating layer between the
buried gate and the DL of the graphene Schottky contact. As a
consequence, the resistivity of, and thereby the voltage drop along,
the insulating layer is decreased, similar to the high temperature
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Figure 4 |Measurement and simulation of the temperature dependent
capacitance of sample HD2. The capacitance is calculated using the
difference of the charge carrier density at Vg =0V and Vg = 3V. The
strong increase of the capacitance for T> 260K indicates the transition
from the IPC to the SC regime. The solid line shows the simulated
temperature dependence using an extended Schottky model with
self-consistent field distribution. By illuminating the sample with ultraviolet
light the SC regime can be extended to lower temperatures. The error bars
are estimated using the errors of the measurements of the Hall resistance
at Vg =0V and Vg = 3V. The inset shows the asymmetric (Schottky-like)
gate current at T= 300K.

case. Interestingly, as soon as the ultraviolet light is switched off, the
device undergoes a transition back to the IPC regime. This confirms
our notion that the two regimes are not kinetically distinguished,
but each is stable in time.

For the sample HD3, ⇥(Vg) and 1/eRH(Vg) and the associated
gate current weremeasured in the IPC (T=29K) and the SC regime
(T= 295K; Fig. 5a,b). In the SC regime a much higher capacitance,
as in the IPC regime, is observed, resulting in a steeper slope of
1/eRH(Vg). Notice that in the SC regime the charge neutrality point
is already reached at Vg ⇤ 14V.

The minimal measured charge carrier density nmin =
(1/eRH)min is a measure of potential fluctuations in the graphene
layer (electron–hole puddles). Typically, nmin is temperature-
independent or increases with temperature if thermally generated
charge carriers become important. Here, nmin is much smaller in
the high temperature SC regime, indicating a more homogeneous
lateral potential distribution. This unexpected effect is presumably
caused by defects in the gate stack, which may locally deform the
electrostatic profile in the IPC regime. Improved wafer quality
and/or optimized annealing of the implantation damage should
remove this difference and improve also the IPC gate homogeneity
to the level of the SC case.

Altogether, we have developed a bottom-gate scheme for epitax-
ial graphene. However, only quasi-free standing epitaxial graphene
is gateable. For cryogenic temperatures, we have demonstrated
the gate effect on Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations, which prove
that this material has the electronic structure determined by the
Dirac–Weyl Hamiltonian for monolayer graphene. The presented
gate structure can be operated in two different gating regimes
depending on implantation dose and temperature. In the IPC
regime the gate structure behaves like a plate capacitor with a plate
distance adjustable through the depth of the implanted bottom gate.
In the SC regime, however, the capacitance is determined by the
depletion layer of the graphene/SiC Schottky contact and much
higher gate efficiency is achieved.

This bottom-gate structure can be employed for micrometre
sized devices as well as on the wafer scale. The properties can
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the bulk band structure on different Bi surfaces. The result of the calculation is shown in
Fig. 2, the bulk Brillouin zone is shown in Fig. 3.

An inspection of Fig. 2 immediately reveals the semimetallic character of Bi: The band
structure can very nearly be described by two filled s bands and three filled p bands,
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Fig. 2. Bulk band structure of Bi from the tight-binding calculation of Liu and Allan (Ref. [15], green lines); first-
principles calculation by Gonze et al. (Ref. [18], red lines), only in the C–T direction. (For interpretation of
colours in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Bulk Brillouin zone of Bi and a schematic sketch of the Fermi surface (not to scale). The C–T line
corresponds to the C3 axis and the [111] direction in real space.
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where NA
! and NB

!, defined in Eq. %47&, are the Sharvin con-
ductances, in units of e2 /h, of the materials A and B forming
the interface.

The majority-spin case can be readily understood in terms
of the geometry of the Fermi surfaces of Cu and Co so we
begin by discussing this simple case before examining the
more complex minority-spin channel.

1. Clean Cu/Cu„111… interface: Majority spins

In the absence of disorder, crystal momentum parallel to
the interface is conserved. If, for a given value of k', there is
a propagating state in Cu incident on the interface but none
in Co, then an electron in such a state is completely reflected
at the interface. Conversely, k'’s for which there is a propa-
gating state in Co but none in Cu also cannot contribute to
the conductance. To determine the existence of such states, it
is sufficient to inspect projections of the Fermi surfaces of
fcc Cu and majority-spin Co onto a plane perpendicular to
the transport direction n̂, shown in Fig. 5 for n̂= %111&. The
first feature to note in the figure %left-hand and middle pan-
els& is that per k' there is only a single channel with positive
group velocity so that the transmission matrix in Eq. %48& is
a complex number whose modulus squared is a transmission
probability with values between 0 and 1. It is plotted in the
right-hand panel and can be interpreted simply. Regions
which are depicted blue correspond to k'’s for which there
are propagating states in Cu but none in Co. These states
have transmission probability 0 and are totally reflected. For

values of k' for which there are propagating states in both Cu
and Co, the transmission probability is very close to one,
depicted red. These states are essentially free electronlike
states which have the same symmetry in both materials and
see the interface effectively as a very low potential step.
Close to the center of the figure there is an annular region
where there are propagating states in Co but none in Cu so
they do not contribute to the conductance. Performing the
sum in Eq. %48&, we arrive at an interface conductance of
0.434%1015 &−1 m−2 to be compared to the Sharvin conduc-
tances given in Table I for Cu and Co; for a=3.614 Å and an
spd basis these are, respectively, 0.558 and 0.466 in the same
units. The interface conductance of 0.434 is seen to be es-
sentially the Sharvin conductance of the majority states of
Co reduced because the states closest to the ' axis %corre-
sponding to the symmetry axis of the figures, the (L line in
reciprocal space& do not contribute. The explanation of the
5% decrease found on going from an spd to an spdf basis
%0.431 to 0.409&, parallels that given for the corresponding
change in the Sharvin conductance of bulk Co %0.469 to
0.449 in Table I&.

2. Clean Cu/Cu„111… interface: Minority spins

The minority-spin case is considerably more complex be-
cause the Co minority-spin d bands are only partly filled,
resulting in multiple sheets of Fermi surface. These sheets
are shown in Fig. 6 together with their projections onto a
plane perpendicular to the %111& transport direction. Com-
pared to Fig. 5, one difference we immediately notice is that
even single Fermi surface %FS& sheets are not single valued:
for a given k' there can be more than one mode with positive
group velocity. The areas depicted green in the projections of
the FS sheets from the fourth and fifth bands are examples
where this occurs.

FIG. 4. Interface conductance G!%111& %in units of
1015 &−1 m−2& for an fcc Cu/Co%111& interface for majority and
minority spins plotted as a function of the normalized area element
used in the Brillouin zone summation, )2k' /ABZ=1/Q2. Q, the
number of intervals along the reciprocal lattice vector is indicated at
the top of the figure. The dashed line is the weighted %weighting Q2&
least-squares fit to the series Q=20,40,80,160,320 shown as
squares; the dash-dotted line is the weighted least-squares fit to the
series Q=22,44,88,176,352 shown as diamonds. The part of the
curve for the Co minority spin case to the left of the vertical dotted
line is shown on an expanded scale in the inset. A “standard” con-
figuration was used %Ref. 63&.

FIG. 5. %Color& Top row, left-hand panel: Fermi surface %FS& of
Cu; middle panel: majority-spin FS of Co; right-hand panel: Cu FS
viewed along the %111& direction with a projection of the bulk fcc
Brillouin zone %BZ& onto a plane perpendicular to this direction and
of the two-dimensional BZ. Bottom row, left-hand and middle pan-
els: projections onto a plane perpendicular to the %111& direction of
the Cu and majority-spin Co Fermi surfaces; right-hand panel:
transmission probability for majority-spin states as a function of
transverse crystal momentum, T%k'& for an fcc Cu/Co%111&
interface.
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B1=2 [5], with the addition of a constant background
DOS between LLs [4,5].
Potts et al. [8] were the !rst to analyse the dHvA

oscillations using a rigorous !tting procedure. They
found that data taken from a range of multi-layer
2DEGs !t best to a model DOS which was Lorentzian
in shape with a width that was independent of B. The
best !t was obtained with no background. A Gaussian
form with width proportional to B1=2 gave an equally
good !t at low B.
Improvements in sample quality and magnetometer

design have enabled measurements to be made on
high-mobility single-layer 2DEGs [9–11]. Saw-tooth
magnetization oscillations were observed at low !
from which ˝!c could be determined without !tting.
In all three reports, the sawtooth did not have the
asymmetric shape with a sharp jump on the high-!eld
side of each sawtooth; instead, both sides of the saw-
tooth had !nite slope. The background DOS between
LLs was invoked as a possible explanation, but back-
grounds of up to 50% were required to !t the data.
Schwarz et al. [11] proposed a background DOS that
is proportional to ! and interpreted this as evidence
of the in"uence of edge-states in their 3-mm-square
sample, based on an examination of the oscillations at
even !lling factors up to != 20. Only Zhu et al. [10]
utilized a full !tting procedure to model the damping,
broadening and background of the magnetization (a
development of the method of Potts et al.), at !lling
factors up to !=52 and temperatures down to 50 mK;
the best !t was obtained using a B-independent
Gaussian DOS with constant background.
In this paper we extend the work of Zhu et al. to

test the proposal of Schwarz et al. of a !-dependent
background, and discuss another interpretation of the
!nite high-!eld slope.

2. Experiment, !tting and results

The experiments were performed on two high-
mobility GaAs/(Al,Ga)As single heterojunctions desi-
gnated T73 and T412, in the form of uncontacted
squares of side 10 mm. The samples were mounted
on a torque magnetometer, details of which have
been described elsewhere [12]. The transport param-
eters electron density ne and mobility " for the two
structures, measured at 4:2 K before and after illu-
mination with red/infrared LEDs, are summarized in
Table 1.

Fig. 1. Typical data of magnetization vs. magnetic !eld. The
dashed lines indicate the oscillation amplitude expected of an ideal
2DEG. A smooth background caused by magnetic impurities on the
magnetometer rotor, has been removed, as described in Ref. [10].

The experiment was carried out in the mixing cham-
ber of a dilution refrigerator at temperatures between
50 mK and 1 K, and the samples were subjected to
magnetic !elds of up to 15:5 T tilted at 20◦ from the
normal to the sample plane.
Typical dHvA data are shown in Fig. 1, for T73.

The oscillations become sawtooth-like at high !eld,
and the amplitude approaches the ideal value of two
e#ective Bohr magnetons per electron, shown by the
dashed lines. The fact that the oscillations are damped
and become more sinusoidal at low !elds indicates
that there is some residual LL broadening, and the
shape of the sawtooth would suggest that there is a
signi!cant background DOS. However, more quan-
titative conclusions require a more rigorous !tting
process which we now describe.
The model used to !t the data, based on the method

of Potts et al. [8] assumes that the 2DEG DOS is of
the form

D(B; E) = #
m∗

$˝2 + (1− #)
2eB
$˝ g(E):

The !rst term is the constant background DOS, and
the second term is the DOS of the LLs. # is the pro-
portion of states making up the background, and g(E)
describes the shape of the LLs. We have modelled the
LLs as having a Gaussian shape and let % take the
form % = %0Bp with p = 0 or p = 1

2 . The free en-
ergy and the magnetization were calculated from this
DOS, under the assumption of !xed ne. # was taken

2DEG

de Haas - van Alphen effect
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Fig. 1. – Magnetization of ⇥-(ET)2TlHg(SeCN)4 at 0.4K between 10 and 29T. The field was applied
at an angle of 1.8� with respect to the normal on the ET planes. The inset shows the angular
dependence of the dHvA frequency with the 1/ cos⇤ fit expected for a perfect 2D metal.

temperature range. The angular dependence of the dHvA signal was measured between ⇥20�
and 70�. The inset of fig. 1 shows the dHvA frequency, F , which perfectly follows the 1/ cos�
dependence (solid line) expected for an ideal 2D cylindrical FS with a minimum frequency of
F0 = (652± 1)T. This is consistent with previous SdH studies [10], [16] and corresponds to a
cross-sectional area of ⇤ 15.5% of the first Brillouin zone.

In order to check the reported [10] magnetic-field dependence of mc we measured the tem-
perature dependence of the dHvA signal at five di*erent angles. The e*ective cyclotron mass,
mc, was extracted between 12 and 28 T according to the LK predictions of the temperature-
dependent damping [11], [12]. The angular dependence of all experimentally extracted e*ective
masses are shown in the inset of fig. 3. Since mc is proportional to dAF/d⌦, the derivative of
the extremal area AF of the FS with respect to energy ⌦, the 1/ cos� dependence of AF ⌅ F
should to a first approximation also be reflected in mc. For the present sample this is perfectly
fulfilled as shown by the solid line in the inset of fig. 3. Figure 2 shows the temperature
dependences of the dHvA amplitudes at � = ⇥20.4� for three di*erent average fields. The
solid fit lines correspond to e*ective cyclotron masses of (2.1 ± 0.3)me for B = 18.4 T and
(2.2± 0.1)me for B = 24.1 T and 28 T. The plot of the field dependence of mc multiplied by
cos� (inset of fig. 2) clearly reveals that the e*ective cyclotron mass is field independent and
can be well described by mc = 2.0me/ cos� within experimental resolution. This result is in
sharp contrast to the reported field-dependent increase of mc in ref. [10]. This either reflects
the invalidity of the e*ective-mass extraction out of strongly anharmonic SdH oscillations or
eventually might be caused by an unusual sample dependence. In our sample we observe (after
a metallic behaviour at higher temperatures) a slight increase of the resistivity below ⇤ 2.5 K
(not shown here). For the sample reported in ref. [10] a metallic resistivity down to 80 mK was
observed [17]. However, the relevance of this e*ect on the magnetic quantum oscillations is not
clear. Both crystals have similar crystal qualities as reflected by similar Dingle temperatures
of the order 1 K [17]. Further comparative studies at high fields to enlighten this discrepancy
are highly desirable.

We now focus on the angular dependence of the oscillation amplitude MT of the dHvA
signal which is shown in fig. 3 for T = 0.4 K and the averaged field B = 20.2 T. Besides the
vanishing of the dHvA signal at � = 0, which is caused by the experimental technique [11],
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povrch vzorku. Napra:ování (Leybold), kde argonové ionty údery do slitiny AuGe vy-
rá>ejí atomy a ty se v:esm6rov6 :í9í ke vzorku. P9i této metod6 je rychlost atom; v6t:í,
pronikají tedy hloub6ji do materiálu a pokr=vají i mírn6 zakryté prostory (nevytvá9ejí
„stíny@). Titanová vrtsva se i v tomto p9ípad6 pouze pa9í.
P9esto>e sou5et v=:ek jednotliv=ch pater sandwiche by m6l b=t 100 nm, na Dektaku

se zm69ila v=:ka reliéfu 73 nm (pa9ení) a 160 nm (prá:ení). P9esto>e se metody sna>í
b=t obdobné, srovnatelné se nezdají b=t. Pro to hovo9í i srovnání morfologie na obrázku
ní>e. Povrch legendárních kontakt; od pana Melichara vykazovaly charakter podobn=
spí:e sou5asnému Leyboldu.

Obrázek 3: Srovnání morfologie ohmick+ch kontakt*. Zleva: napra)ované,
napa(ované, pan Melichar, pan Melichar. Rozdílnost metod je zjevná.
Autor obrázk*: Z. V+born+.

Za>íhání je provád6no v pícce a typické hodnoty jsou 450�C po 2 minuty.
Na tyto ohmické kontakty (tedy kontaktu kov-polovi5, kde nedochází k vytvo9ení

bariéry p9i pr;chodu nosi5; z jednoho materiálu do druhého, tzv. Shottkyho bariéry)
je posléze nanesena dostate5n6 velká plocha :icího kovu (nej5ast6ji zlata), na n6j> lze
p9ipevnit ultrazvukovou fixací st9íbrn= vodi5. V p9ípad6 vyu>ití zlata je t9eba plochu
nejprve pokr=t titanem, kter= zvy:uje adhezi Au.

Obrázek 4: P(íklad kontaktování na zlaté )icí desky. Autor obrázk*: Z. V+born+.
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Obrázek 20: Teplotní pr*b'h vzork* E081#1 a D101#8. Jeho charakter
je dobrou indicií správné funk&nosti vzorku a nakontaktování 2DEGu.

polohách ( 1n25.813 k�, n = 4, 6, 8, . . .), SdHO pom4ry minim le<í v ideálních pozicích.
Z jejich polohy byla ur3ena koncentrace nosi39 nSdHO ⇥ 2.5 � 1011 cm�2. Z Hallovy
sm4rnice potom koncentrace nHall ⇥ 2.4� 1011 cm�2 a s ohledem na rozm4ry hallbaru
(l=1000 µm, d=100 µm) mobilita nosi39 µ ⇥ 1.1 cm2/Vs. V8e odpovídá údaj9m z doby
r9stu waferu.
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Obrázek 21: Magnetotransport pro vzorky E081#1 a D101#8.

Zatímco p7ede8l; vzorek fungoval skv4le, D101#8 se skute3n4 choval nekulturn4 –
signál byl zna3n4 za8um4n;, pravd4podobn4 vlivem neideálního okontaktování (ostré
úzké struktury se objevily poté, co jsem rychle pro8el kolem vodi39. . . ). Oscila3ní cha-
rakter sice dob7e viditeln; je, nicmén4 Hall9v odpor má p7ibli<n4 t7ikrát men8í sm4rnici,
ne< bylo o3ekáváno, zcela neprochází nulou a nevykazuje <ádná plata. Z SdH oscilací
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Plain 2DEG

Courtesy of L. Nádvorník (MFF/FZU AV)

AMR: crystalline and non-crystalline components

∆ρL/ρav =

CI cos 2φ + CI ,C cos(2φ + 4θ) +

+CC cos(4φ + 4θ) + CU cos(2φ + 2θ)

de Ranieri et al., NJP ’08

∆ρT/ρav =

CI sin 2φ − CI ,C sin(2φ + 4θ)
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Paalanen et al., PRB ’82 
• medium mobility
• very low T

Integer Quantum Hall Effect


